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About This Content

Emotional is a musical asset album created by Richard John S., with a focus on emotional tracks for emotionally-charged scenes
portraying emotions such as sorrow and tragedy. Emotional includes 15 powerful tracks that reflect upon sorrow, tragedy, and
remembrance. Each track has both dry (no reverb) and wet (reverb) mixes to give users a choice of depth and intensity. There

are also several breathtaking emotional vocal based tracks included in this album. So, if you are looking to intensify your
sorrowful and tragic scenes, this is the perfect music pack for you!

Features:

15 BGM tracks that are suitable for emotional scenes such as sorrow and tragedy.

Files formatted for easy Plug and Play into RPG Maker MV and VX Ace, and other RPG Makers.

Includes both dry (no reverb) and wet (reverb) mixes to give users a choice.

Contains several breathtaking emotional vocal based tracks.

.mp3 and .ogg file formats are included.

Royalty free music to use in your commercial and non-commercial RPG Maker projects.
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rpg maker mv - emotional music pack

Great music assets! The composer has more albums finished and hoping they hit steam soon. Definitely a must have for your
collection.. Great dlc for making those importent moments in your game have a bit more infliction than what you could
normally get through the base music. If you can get it on sale I'd say it's a must grab other wise I'd say weigh weather or not you
need that extra bit of infliction.

As a note however if you get this or any other dlc after you start a project you'll need to access the folder in which the dlc is
saved to (normally under steamapps, common folder, RPG maker MV, dlc folder.) Then find the dlc you downloaded and copy
over everything, so for this instance, everything from the OGG file, found in the emotional music folder, into your games music
folder( under audio, bgm) You may need to close Rpg maker and restart it if so then be sure to save before you do.. The main
reason I bought this pack over the others was because there was a YouTube video that contained a few samples. Other DLC
music developers should consider doing the same. How can they expect us to pay blindly when we have no idea about the quality
and whether we like them or not?

Regarding this pack specifically, there are some repeating songs, and they add a good emotional atmosphere to the game.. The
music in this pack is absolutely beautiful. When I heard some samples I was considering buying it even if I wasn't going to use it
in my game and instead just to listen to. I have listened through all the songs three times now and I absolutely love them.
AMAZING!
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